Write an Inclusive Diversity Statement
Is your defniton of diversity antquated? If your business stll defnes diversity in terms
of race, ethnicity, and gender, consider updatng it to include people with disabilites.
People with disabilites are 20 percent of America's populaton and its largest minority
group, yet sufer from the highest rate of unemployment. This populaton has critcal
perspectves and abilites to add to the workplace. Plus, people with disabilites have
equal or higher performance ratngs, beter retenton rates, and less absenteeism. Savvy
companies recognize the value of including workers with disabilites and specifcally
include this distncton in hiring policies.
With an aggregate spending power of $1.7 trillion dollars and a turnover rate of 8
percent, companies are simply missing out on a wealth of talent. But not all companies.
Its no surprise that some of the most successful companies have established recruitng
and training practces that aggressively reaches out to people with disabilites. In fact,
DiversityInc recently published an artcle listng the top 10 companies for people with
disabilites in 2006. Topping this year's list are Merrill Lynch, Cingular Wireless, SSM
Healthcare, Merck & Co. and Eastman Kodak.
Each of these companies not only has actve recruitment programs for people with
disabilites but most have some form of internal mentoring programs or council of key
members commited to diversity. There is also a company-wide culture that embraces
people with disabilites and the challenges that they face. In additon, many of these
companies have established supplier-diversity programs for people with disabilites.
Tips for Hiring People with Disabilites
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•

Establish a recruitment process that directly targets people with disabilites.
Ensure that the applicaton process & materials are accessible
Make sure that your place of business is accessible and welcoming to applicants
Embrace a top-down approach to diversity and inclusion
Consider that there may be more than one way to do a job and be willing to
evaluate adding accommodatons so that a person with a disability can
successfully fulfll the dutes of the job
If possible, establish a partnership with suppliers that employ or serve people
with disabilites.

